June 1, 2015
VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose
Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20426
Re:

Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER12-1179-000, ER12-1179-002,
ER12-1179-003, ER12-1179-004, ER12-1179-005, ER12-1179-012, ER121179-016, ER13-1173-000, and ER12-550-001
15 Month Informational Report

Dear Secretary Bose:
Pursuant to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“Commission”) orders1
issued in the above dockets addressing Southwest Power Pool, Inc.’s (“SPP”)
proposed revisions to its Open Access Transmission Tariff (“Tariff”) to implement
the Integrated Marketplace,2 SPP submits this 15 Month Informational Report.
In its series of orders conditionally approving the Integrated Marketplace, subject to
further compliance filings, the Commission required SPP (and in some cases the SPP
independent Market Monitoring Unit (“MMU”)) to file an informational report 15
months after the commencement of the Integrated Marketplace, which
commencement occurred on March 1, 2014. The 15 month informational report was
to contain information related to an assortment of Integrated Marketplace issues,
functions, and assessments as outlined in the October 2012 Order, the March 2013

1

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 141 FERC ¶ 61,048 (2012) (“October 2012 Order”),
order on reh’g and clarification, 142 FERC ¶ 61,205 (“March 2013 Order on
Rehearing”), order on compliance filing, 144 FERC ¶ 61,224 (2013)
(“September 2013 Order”), order on compliance filing, 146 FERC ¶ 61,050
(“January 2014 Order”), order conditionally accepting compliance filing, 147
FERC ¶ 61,001 (2014) (“April 2014 Order”). Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 144
FERC ¶ 61,032 (2013) (“July 2013 Order”).

2

Capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the definitions ascribed in the
Tariff.
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Order on Rehearing, the July 2013 Order, the September 2013 Order, the January
2014 Order, and the April 2014 Order.
This filing responds to the Commission’s directives.
I.

INTRODUCTION

On October 18, 2012, the Commission issued the October 2012 Order in Docket No.
ER12-1179-000, the first in a collection of orders that would address SPP’s filing to
establish day-ahead and real-time energy markets. The October 2012 Order
conditionally accepted SPP’s proposed Tariff revisions to establish the Integrated
Marketplace and required further compliance requirements. The compliance
requirements included revisions to the Tariff and design changes to ensure the
Integrated Marketplace was just and reasonable and not unduly discriminatory in the
energy products offered to SPP Market Participants. Included in the compliance
requirement was the establishment of an informational reporting requirement. As
stated in the October 2012 Order:
…This order also requires SPP to file an informational report 15
months after market start-up that evaluates the effectiveness of the
Integrated Marketplace.3
…We also establish reporting requirements for the purpose of
providing SPP, the Commission and interested parties information
to evaluate the initial year of the Integrated Marketplace
operations.4
Throughout the remainder of the October 2012 Order the Commission identified a
variety of issues to be addressed by SPP within the 15 month informational report.
The majority of issues are addressed to SPP’s operational and market design
functions; however, the Commission also identified issues that were to be specifically
addressed by SPP’s independent MMU and based on its analysis of marketplace
operations.
On March 21, 2013 the Commission issued the March 2013 Order on Rehearing. The
March 2013 Order on Rehearing addressed requests for clarification and/or rehearing
of the October 2012 Order.5 In the March 2013 Order on Rehearing, the Commission
included an additional requirement for the 15 month informational report.
3

October 2012 Order at P 1.

4

Id. at P 3.

5

March 2013 Order on Rehearing at P 1.
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Additionally, the Commission utilized the March 2013 Order on Rehearing to clarify
the purposes of the 15 month informational report when it stated:
The Commission uses informational reporting as a compliance tool
to monitor the effectiveness of proposals after their implementation
and to provide publicly available information to interested
stakeholders.6 While the Commission will not formally act on the
15-month report itself, we clarify that the Commission may take
action, if deemed necessary, under section 206 of the Federal
Power Act (FPA) if the Commission observes or suspects that
manipulative behavior or inadequacies in market rules and/or
market design may be contributing to unjust and unreasonable
rates and undue discrimination. Additionally, although the 15month report will not be formally noticed, market participants and
other interested stakeholders may use the report to inform SPP
stakeholder processes and/or to file a complaint with the
Commission under section 206 of the FPA.7
For purposes of this informational report the following subsequent orders added
reporting requirements to the informational report: the July 2013 Order, the
September 2013 Order, the January 2014 Order, and the April 2014 Order. This
informational report is organized in a manner to identify the reporting requirement as
stated in the paragraphs from the relevant orders identified above followed by SPP’s
responses. Responses by SPP staff, except where noted, are contained in the body of
this report. All responses developed by the MMU are contained in Exhibit No. SPP-1,
which is attached to this report.
II.

SPP RESPONSES

A.

October 2012 Order

SPP respectfully submits to the Commission the following responses to the 15 month
informational reporting requirements contained in the October 2012 Order:

6

Id. at fn. 28, citing the following precedent: Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp.,
128 FERC ¶ 61,218, at PP 35, 36, 45 (2009); Midwest Indep. Transmission
Sys. Operator, Inc., 122 FERC ¶ 61,172, at PP 240, 257 (2008); see also
Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 128 FERC ¶ 61,114, at PP 130-131 (2009).

7

Id. at P 22.
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PARAGRAPH 53. Moreover, we will require SPP and its Market Monitor to file
an informational report 15 months following commencement of the Integrated
Marketplace, reflecting a full 12 months of data, to discuss the effects of the mustoffer condition on the extent of price divergence between its day-ahead and real-time
balancing markets. The informational report should specifically evaluate whether the
day-ahead must-offer requirement has contributed to any observed divergence during
the first year of operations of the Integrated Marketplace.
SPP MMU Response:
See Exhibit No. SPP-1.
PARAGRAPH 56. We will also require SPP’s Market Monitor to report on any
observed potential manipulative practices relating to the day-ahead market during the
first year of market operations, in a separate, non-public section of SPP’s
informational report on the must-offer condition that is due 15 months after the
commencement of the Integrated Marketplace, reflecting a full 12 months of data. We
will also require SPP and/or its Market Monitor to address, in the aforementioned
informational report, the effects of the proposed day-ahead must-offer upon uplift
charges. The report must also discuss any trends of declining participation in the dayahead market associated with any such increases in uplift charges.
SPP MMU Response:
See Exhibit No. SPP-1. In accordance with the Commission’s October 12
Order, the SPP MMU is providing its response to Paragraph 56, in a separate,
non-public manner. SPP’s Market Monitor requests that the Commission treat
its response to Paragraph 56 accordingly.
PARAGRAPH 110. In addition, we will require SPP to submit a discussion of the
accuracy of its persistence forecasting for VERs based on a full 12 months of data in
an informational report due 15 months following commencement of the Integrated
Marketplace.
SPP Response:
SPP has generated data sets for Commission consideration regarding the
accuracy of SPP’s persistence forecasting for Variable Energy Resources
(“VERs”). The data is based on 12 months of data as required by the October
12 Order. Persistence forecasting assumes the best estimate for the subsequent
dispatch interval is equal to the actual output for the current dispatch interval
is a more accurate method than short-term interval forecasting, and is also
utilized in other established Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”)
markets. Additionally, SPP only utilizes persistence forecasting on
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Dispatchable VERs (“DVERs”) during times where it is not more economical
to dispatch that Resource down due to congestion during the five minute
interval.
SPP has generated data reflecting the average error of forecasting utilizing
both a (i) formal forecast as the base factor in the determination of the margin
of error; and (ii) persistence forecasting utilizing the VERs initial operational
MW as the base factor in the determination of accuracy/error. SPP performed
analysis on both DVERs and Non-Dispatchable VERS (“NDVERS”). The
formula used to determine accuracy/error is provided in Exhibit No. SPP-2,
which is attached to this informational report. Also included in the data are the
average error percentages for both types of forecasting for the DVERs and
NDVERs. The specific identities of the DVERs and NDVERs have been
redacted.
Generally, the data reflects that persistence forecasting, which is determined
utilizing observed MW values and MW values at initial start-up of the unit,
shows a smaller margin of error than forecasting utilizing observed MW
values and forecast MW values. Persistence forecasting seems to provide a
more accurate picture of what a generating unit may generate in the future.
PARAGRAPH 111. We will also require SPP to submit a discussion of the effects
of its ramp rate requirements for dispatchable VERs, including any adverse financial
consequences for VERs, based on a full 12 months of data in an informational report
due 15 months following commencement of the Integrated Marketplace
SPP Response:
As illustrated in Exhibit No. SPP-3 which is attached to this informational
filing, SPP’s experience over the first 12 months of the Integrated
Marketplace shows that the general ramp rate requirements of substantially all
of the reviewed resources was between one to three five-minute intervals, with
the majority falling at four five-minute intervals and under to achieve
maximum output. The most frequent intervals needed to ramp was one fiveminute interval with a frequency of 1,098 times. One resource accounted for
seven instances when it took ten or more five-minute intervals to achieve
maximum output. Based on the few intervals necessary to ramp substantially
all the units, SPP does not believe that negative financial consequences of
SPP’s ramp rate constraints is significant.
PARAGRAPH 113. However, we will require SPP to submit a discussion of the
effects of its substitution of SPP’s output forecast for the maximum operating limit
submitted for a dispatchable VER based on a full 12 months of data in an
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informational report due 15 months following commencement of the Integrated
Marketplace.
SPP Response:
SPP only substitutes output forecasts for the maximum operating limit for
DVERs in the absence of updates submitted by the Resource. Additionally,
SPP relies on the lowest “maximum” forecast whether provided by SPP
substitution or pursuant to an update by the Resource. Based on a full 12
months of data as required by the October 12 Order, only one Resource
updated its maximum operating limits (which represents about 5% of all
Resources) and so SPP was required to substitute output forecasts for 95% of
all forecasts of DVERs registered in the market.
SPP’s determination based on 12 months of data is as follows:



For the one Resource (representing 5% of all Resources) that
provided updates, SPP relied on the updated information only
21% of the time.
For the other 79%, SPP’s substituted output forecast was the
determinant for the maximum operating limits. In other words,
SPP substituted output forecasts entirely for 95% of all
Resources, and for the one Resource that provided updates,
SPP utilized substituted output forecast 79% of the time.

Therefore, in SPP’s experience, SPP’s substitution of output forecasts for
DVERs is more accurate/reliable than relying on the updates provided by the
resources.
PARAGRAPH 132. Accordingly, we conditionally accept SPP’s virtual trading
proposal contingent upon SPP reviewing its measures to overseeing virtual
transactions and reporting on the state of virtual transaction activity in the Integrated
Marketplace in its informational report to the Commission 15 months after market
start-up reflecting 12 full months of data. We require SPP to report on: (1) whether it
has experienced any administrative and model solution problems relating to virtual
trading activity; (2) whether it finds that its provisions regulating virtual transactions
have unnecessarily restricted virtual trading activity; and (3) whether a relaxation of
virtual transaction limits, or other modification to a provision overseeing virtual
trading activity, is warranted, based on its market experience.
SPP Response:
(1) SPP has not had any administrative or model solution issues related to virtual
trading activity.
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(2) The primary provision regulating virtual transactions in the Integrated
Marketplace is that a Market Participant is limited to no more than one Virtual
Energy Offer and one Virtual Energy Bid at each Settlement Location for each
Operating Hour for each Asset Owner, as stated in Sections 4.2.1 (Virtual
Energy Offers) and 4.3.2 (Virtual Energy Bids) of Attachment AE of the
Tariff. Market Participants may submit the Virtual Energy Offer and the
Virtual Energy Bid in the form of a Virtual Energy Offer curve and Virtual
Energy Bid Curve, each consisting of up to ten price/quantity (MW/$MWh)
pairs and slope or block option. In order to determine if limiting the Market
Participant to one 10-point Virtual Energy Offer curve and one 10-point
Virtual Energy Bid Curve unnecessarily restricted virtual trading activity in
the first 12 months of the market, SPP staff performed analysis to see how
often the entire 10-point curve was used for virtual transaction submission. If
the curve was consistently submitted at or close to the 10-point limit, then a
relaxation of the one curve per location limit could be needed. Conversely, if
the entire 10-point Virtual Energy Offer curve and Virtual Energy Bid Curve
was not consistently used, then the limitation was not unnecessarily restricting
virtual trading activity. The analysis results showed that of the 1,338,477
virtual transactions submitted in the first 12 months of the market, 39,118 of
those transactions were submitted using a Virtual Energy Offer curve and a
Virtual Energy Bid Curve consisting of five or more price/quantity pairs. That
is 2.9% of all virtual transactions. This means that 97.1% of all virtual
transactions in the first year of the market used less than five price/quantity
pairs of the ten pairs available per transaction. Only .01% (181 transactions)
of the virtual transactions used the entire 10-point curve.
(3) Based on the analysis results described in (2) above which show that Market
Participants very rarely used even 5 points of the 10-point curve for Virtual
Energy Offers and Virtual Energy Bids, SPP concludes that a relaxation of
virtual transaction limits is not warranted at this time.
PARAGRAPH 143. Additionally, to further SPP’s evaluation and development of
any necessary future modifications, we will require SPP to submit to the Commission
an informational report due 15 months following commencement of the Integrated
Marketplace that evaluates the performance of the make whole payment construct
during the first year of market operations. This informational report should address
the following issues:
(1) whether SPP has found its make whole payment construct provides
appropriate incentives to promote competitive markets;
(2) whether the construct appropriately allocates the costs of make whole
payments in a manner generally consistent with cost causation principles,
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based on SPP’s observations on circumstances leading to the need for
additional unit commitments in its Integrated Marketplace;
(3) the impact of the two-day eligibility period upon these factors; and
(4) the impact of virtual transactions on its make whole payment mechanism
based on its first year of operations.
SPP Response:
Make-whole payments (“MWP”) are needed to ensure revenue sufficiency for
resources to cover their eligible costs associated with a commitment period.
Any Resource that is committed by SPP during the Day-Ahead Market or
committed in a Reliability Unit Commitment (“RUC”) for use in the RealTime Balancing Market (“RTBM”) is eligible for a MWP. SPP has a DayAhead MWP and a RUC MWP. Over the first year of operational experience,
the Day-Ahead MWP charges averaged out to be only 0.59% of the DayAhead Market production cost. These charges started off higher in the first
few months as SPP and Market Participants transitioned to the Integrated
Marketplace, and has declined over time as experience has been gained by all
parties. The RUC MWP shows a similar pattern to the Day-Ahead MWP.
The first few months after the start of the Integrated Marketplace had MWP
charges that where significantly above the yearly average of 0.59% as stated
above. The RUC MWP charges averaged out to be only 1.14% of the RTBM
production cost. Similar to the Day-Ahead MWP, the RUC MWP has been
decreasing over time as market experience has been gained by all parties. The
ability for a Market Participant to offer in a Resource knowing they will be
compensated for their eligible costs should be an incentive to promote
participation in the market. The low volume of MWP that SPP has seen
shows that the Day-Ahead and RUC processes are economically committing
appropriate Resources.
By design, the charges used to fund the RUC MWP are given to the Resources
based on cost causation. Some examples of Resources being assessed
deviations are Resources that deviate from their schedules, or Resources that
apply changes to their Real-Time Energy Offer that forces the Resource to
deviate from its Day-Ahead cleared capacity. Not operating at the levels that
SPP instructs can result in price spikes which may cause commitment of
additional Resources uneconomically to solve reliability issues. These
uneconomic commitments may be eligible for receiving RUC MWP while the
resources causing the uneconomic commitments may be charged for the RUC
MWP. There is not always one particular cause identified that will result in
the need for an additional commitment. SPP uses several different types of
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deviations and collects payments based on a pro-rata share of the sum. The
more a Resource deviates, the more they contribute to the problem, and the
more they are charged for the RUC MWP. When a Resource is committed in
one Operating Day and its minimum runtime carries its commitment into the
following day, then the MWP is separated into two days. This spreads the
charges and payments over the same Operating Day when the actual problem
is occurring.
In the first year of operational experience, more than 97% of Real-Time
Energy was cleared in the Day-Ahead Market. This left little room for virtual
activity to fill the gap for Real-Time Energy. The majority of Virtual Energy
Offers cleared against Virtual Energy Bids. This type of activity helped to
reduce to amount of deviations that could have happened if more Resources
were needed to be committed after the Day-Ahead Market due to virtual
activity. SPP concludes that virtual activity has had neither a positive nor a
negative impact on MWPs.
PARAGRAPH 162. Accordingly, we will require SPP to address in its
informational report to the Commission 15 months after market launch (reflecting 12
full months of data):
(1) whether allocating make whole payment costs at the settlement location level
has created any barriers to virtual trading; and
(2) the ability of SPP to broaden netting of virtual transactions beyond a single
settlement location for purposes of make whole payment cost allocation.
SPP Response:
The Day-Ahead MWP distribution amount is an hourly charge or credit to
Asset Owners with net cleared withdrawals at a Settlement Location in the
Day-Ahead Market. Since this distribution is based on net cleared
withdrawals, Virtual Energy Offers and Virtual Energy Bids will receive a
distribution amount if the net at that Settlement Location ends up as a net
withdrawal. Netting virtual activity at a different level, such as the Market
Participant level, would unduly shift the majority of the Day-Ahead MWP
distribution charges to the Load Serving Entities. The RUC MWP distribution
amount is based on deviations. Resources that were committed by the DayAhead Market and deviate from their schedule provided by SPP cause a need
for the RUC to commit additional Resources to fill the gaps of the deviators.
Virtual Energy Offers contribute to these deviations because they are not
available in Real-Time. This can cause the need for additional Resources to
be committed to take the place of the Virtual Energy Offers. For the RUC
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MWP, netting Virtual Energy Offers and Virtual Energy Bids on a Market
Participant level would essentially decrease the deviations for that Market
Participant, which would discriminatorily shift the MWP distribution costs to
asset owning Market Participants. Analysis results from the first year of
Integrated Marketplace operations show large positive revenue from virtual
activity by financial only Market Participants. Therefore, SPP has not seen
any reason to believe that the current design is causing barriers for virtual
trading, and does not see any need to modify the current design.

PARAGRAPH 413. We require an informational report 15 months following
commencement of the Integrated Marketplace reflecting a full 12 months of data that
includes any recommended changes to the mitigation measures. SPP must also
discuss any need for mitigation when there is no binding constraint. The report must
detail any evidence of the exercise of market power by Market Participants in the first
year of operations that is not addressed by SPP’s market mitigation.
SPP Response:
(This response is to the first requirement for Paragraph 413. The remaining
two parts are included in the MMU response in Exhibit No. SPP-1.)
In April 2015, the SPP Board of Directors approved a filing with FERC to
change the calculation of mitigated offers. The filing will be to establish a
default value for Variable Operating and Maintenance (VOM) costs, the cost
components of the VOM, the addition of a Frequently Mitigated Resource
adder, and a test for recovery of the annual avoidable costs for Resources.
PARAGRAPH 480. In regard to SPP’s proposal to use the 97th percentile of
estimated reference prices, we note that establishing reference prices, similar to
establishing collateral necessary to cover possible losses, involves the modeling of
expected outcomes. The reference to “percentile,” and in this case “97th percentile,”
is a statement of how many possible outcomes can be covered in the modeling. In
this case, modeling to the 97th percentile indicates the intent is to cover 97 percent of
possible modeling outcomes. The level of percentage is an indication of “tail risk” or
the ability to cover outlying events. Thus, SPP’s proposal is very inclusive of tail risk
and is more stringent than other organized markets, such as the MISO TEMT. While
the Commission finds SPP’s level of caution employing the 97th percentile
understandable given its lack of experience running day-ahead markets, we will
require that SPP revisit its reference prices one year after its market launch in order to
determine if is appropriate to maintain this percentile, and to provide the necessary
level of detail on projected reference prices. Consequently, we direct SPP to provide
an informational filing to the Commission 15 months after market start-up detailing
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its findings based upon the first 12 months of the operations of the Integrated
Marketplace.
SPP Response:
SPP respectfully notifies the Commission that it needs additional time to
provide a response to this requirement. Due to the lack of historical data
required to address the Commission’s issue, SPP has not been able to
determine that the 97th percentile of estimated reference prices should be
maintained or modified. As will be explained in more detail below, SPP will
not have the information necessary to perform the analysis required by
Paragraph 480 of the October 2012 Order until February 2016.
The risk factor of the 97th percentile is intended to be used in conjunction
with seasonal historical data to produce a risk-adjusted payment exposure for
proposed virtual transactions. As SPP relayed to the Commission in its chart
included in its February 15, 2013 Compliance filing,8 SPP would not have
sufficient information until the Second Quarter of 2015 to perform the
Estimated Virtual Exposure (“EVE”)9 calculation as anticipated by the
Tariff.10

8

Submission of Tariff Revisions to Implement SPP Integrated Marketplace of
Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER12-1179-003 (Feb. 15, 2013) at
45-46 (“February 2013 Compliance Filing”).

9

The EVE is the calculation used by SPP to estimate the unknown risk of nonpayment for Virtual Market bids and offers. EVE is calculated by multiplying
the maximum megawatt (“MW”) value of the bid/offer curve times the Virtual
Reference Price (“VRP”) for the specific Settlement Location. VRPs are used
in the calculation of EVE because it is unknown at the time of the bid/offer
what prices will ultimately be cleared by the market solution for each
settlement location. VRPs are calculated using the 97th percentile hourly
difference from the same quarter in the previous year. In essence, SPP is
using actual historical data for each Settlement Location to estimate the
pricing risk for each proposed transaction.

10

See Tariff at Attachment X, Sections 4A.2.1.3 through 4A.2.1.5 (providing
that Virtual Energy Bid and Virtual Energy Offer reference prices will be
based on the 97th percentile hourly difference from the same quarter in the
previous year. During the initial year, SPP will use representative data based
on simulations of the Day-Ahead Market or other available information).
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To clarify the last row of the table (Second Quarter of 2015), sufficient actual
historical data would only be available to perform the EVE calculation for the
Second Quarter, meaning the months beginning April through June 2014. For
the Third and Fourth Quarters of 2015, SPP will have actual data from the
corresponding period of 2014. For the months January and February, the first
time SPP will have actual historical data with which to perform the analysis
will be March 2016, reflecting historical data from January and February
2015. At that point SPP will have a full year’s worth of actual historical data
(March 2015 through February 2016) with which it can perform the analysis
of whether the 97% percentile is appropriate to calculate EVE.
SPP would suggest it may revisit the appropriateness of the 97th percentile
after it has successfully performed the after-the-fact analysis on the intended
historical data set. As stated above, SPP will be able to begin the analysis
required by Paragraph 480 of the October 2012 Order in March of 2016. SPP
commits to filing its response to this requirement after an additional six (6)
months from that date to finalize its analysis.
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B.

March 2013 Order on Rehearing

SPP respectfully submits to the Commission the following responses to the 15 month
informational reporting requirements contained in the March 2013 Order on
Rehearing:
PARAGRAPH 16. We will not require SPP to discuss how limitations on the dayahead must-offer requirement contribute to distortion of both day-ahead and real-time
prices. If SPP’s Market Monitor observes real or potential price distortion during the
first year of market operations, we expect SPP’s Market Monitor to discuss these
observations in the 15-month informational report, including potential reasons for the
observed distortions. In regard to TDU Intervenors’ concerns regarding the exercise
of market power and its impact on day-ahead prices, we reiterate that any seller
wishing to make market-based rate sales of energy within the SPP market must
provide in its application for market based rate authority a study demonstrating that it
does not possess market power.
SPP MMU Response:
See Exhibit No. SPP-1.
C.

July 2013 Order and April 2014 Order

The July 2013 Order and April 2014 Order at paragraphs 18 and 20, respectively,
contain an identical reporting requirements so to promote efficiency in the
Commission’s review of the identified issues, SPP respectfully submits to the
Commission the following responses to the 15 month informational reporting
requirements contained in the July 2013 Order and April 2014 Order together.
Additionally, the April 2014 Order added a related reporting requirement that can be
addressed similarly:
PARAGRAPH 18 OF THE JULY 2013 ORDER. After SPP has gained a year of
experience using the Calculated and Submitted Methodologies in its Integrated
Marketplace, we will require SPP to include as, as part of its informational report due
15 months after launch of the Integrated marketplace, a discussion of: (1) the extent
to which market participants have utilized the Submitted Methodology; (2) the extent
to which market participants have utilized the Calculated Methodology; (3) whether
any market participants have found that the Calculated Methodology has not
produced an accurate estimation of their demand reduction; (4) whether SPP and its
stakeholders have considered developing a third, customized baseline calculation and
measurement methodology in cases where the Calculated methodology has produced
inaccurate estimates; and (5) whether SPP has encountered any other problems
implementing or applying the methodologies.
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PARAGRAPH 20 OF THE APRIL 2014 ORDER (restated requirement from
July 2013 Order stated above).
The demand response measurement and verification methodologies that the
Commission accepted in SPP’s Order No. 719 compliance proceeding—the
Submitted and Calculated Methodologies—became effective at the start of the
Integrated Marketplace. In that proceeding, the Commission stated that, after SPP
had gained a year of experience using the methodologies, SPP must include, as part
of its informational report due 15 months after launch of the Integrated Marketplace,
a discussion of:
(1) the extent to which market participants have utilized the Submitted
Methodology;
(2) the extent to which market participants have utilized the Calculated
Methodology;
(3) whether any market participants have found that the Calculated Methodology
has not produced an accurate estimation of their demand reduction;
(4) whether SPP and its stakeholders have considered developing a third,
customized baseline calculation and measurement methodology in cases
where the Calculated Methodology has produced inaccurate estimates; and
(5) whether SPP has encountered any other problems implementing or applying
the methodologies (emphasis added for illustrative purposes).
PARAGRAPH 21 OF THE APRIL 2014 ORDER. We will require that SPP’s 15month Integrated Marketplace informational report also include an explanation of
how the Submitted and Calculated Methodologies continue to ensure that appropriate
baselines are set and that demand response continues to be adequately measured and
verified as necessary to ensure demand response resource performance consistent
with Order No. 745.
SPP Response:
There have been only six (6) Demand Response Resources registered in the
Integrated Marketplace. These Resources were all classified as Block
Demand Response Resources and were registered for the first 11 months of
the market. Per section 4.1.2.1(2) of Attachment AE of the Tariff, all Block
Demand Response Resources will use the calculated Resource production
option to determine the amount of Real-Time Resource production and actual
Resource production. During the time these Block Demand Response
Resources were registered, they were offered into the Day-Ahead Market and
Real-Time Balancing Market but they were never selected to clear energy due
to economic reasons. Because these Block Demand Response Resources
never cleared, there was no reporting of actual output. Since there have been
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no cleared or reported output from Demand Response Resources in the SPP
Integrated Marketplace, there has been no subsequent analysis on the
reporting methodologies associated with these Resource types. SPP has had
no operational experience with Demand Response Resources to show that
these methodologies would not set appropriate baselines or that demand
response is adequately measured.
D.

September 2013 Order

SPP respectfully submits to the Commission the following responses to the 15 month
informational reporting requirements contained in the September 2013 Order:
PARAGRAPH 40. We find that a ten percent load forecasting error is reasonable
for market start-up. In the EIS Market, SPP uses the Mid-Term Load Forecasting
model for forecasting loads for each of SPP’s internal balancing authorities, and
according to Mr. Dillon, this model provides a high level of accuracy. Therefore, we
conclude that it is reasonable to continue applying the Mid-Term Load Forecasting
model for the start of the Integrated Marketplace. However, in response to TDU
Intervenors’ concerns that there is no fixed minimum deviation, we will require SPP
to re-evaluate this issue in its informational report due 15 months after
commencement of the Integrated Marketplace.
SPP Response:
In the September 2013 Order, the Commission noted the TDU Intervenors’
concern that a ten percent tolerance for load forecasting error is a burden on
small load serving entities. In the first year of the market, fourteen penalties
were assessed to nine asset owners due to non-compliance with day-ahead
must offer rules. Of the nine asset owners that were assessed penalties, only
one is a small Load Serving Entity, with a summer peak load less than 500
MW. In no instance of non-compliance did the Market Participant indicate a
load forecasting error as a cause. Rather, resource submission errors and
unfamiliarity with the rules were cited as reasons for non-compliance. Figure
IV.1 below shows penalties assessed by month. Most instances of noncompliance occurred in the first three months of the market; one case of noncompliance in each of August and September of 2014, and no cases of noncompliance since September 2014. Given that there is no indication that the
tolerance level for load forecasting error is unfairly impacting small Load
Serving Entities, SPP does not recommend changing the ten percent tolerance
level.
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Figure IV.1 Penalties for Non-Compliance with the Day-Ahead Must
Offer Requirements
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PARAGRAPH 42. Finally, we note that in the October Order the Commission
required SPP to monitor the effect that the limited day-ahead must-offer requirement
has on market operations, and to report its observations in an informational report due
15 months after commencement of the Integrated Marketplace. As part of this
informational filing, we direct SPP to consider and report on whether the penalty
provisions in section 3.9 of Attachment AF have ensured that sufficient resources are
available to cover the load and operating reserve obligations of load-serving entities,
as well as the extent to which the Market Monitor has had to assess penalties under
section 3.9 during the first year of market operations. This information will help the
Commission and stakeholders assess the impact of the limited day-ahead must-offer
requirement, and associated monitoring and penalty provisions, on market operations.
SPP Response:
Figure V.1 illustrates that there has been sufficient participation in the DayAhead Market to cover the real-time load and operating reserve obligation.
Figure V.1

Day-Ahead Market Participation
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There have been fourteen penalties assessed by the Market Monitor during the
first year of the market, and 128 hours for which at least one Market
Participant was non-compliant. In each of the 128 hours with a noncompliance incident, there was sufficient generation offered into the DayAhead Market to cover the reported load and operating reserve obligation.
Figure V.2 compares the capacity offered into the Day-Ahead Market with the
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reported load during the 129 hours where a least one Market Participant was
non-compliant.
Figure V.2 Offered Capacity and Reported Load during Non-Compliant Hours
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The reserve obligation, which is not reflected in the chart, is between 5% and
10% of Reported Load. It is clear that participation in the day-ahead market is
robust; which is due to the limited day-ahead must offer provisions and the
threat of penalty for non-compliance. The Day-Ahead Market provides
incentives for participation, especially for the Load Serving Entities that hold
Transmission Congestion Rights as a hedge against congestion costs. Dayahead positions for both generation and load assets reduce their exposure to
volatile real-time prices. Ninety-nine percent of the Reported Load clears in
the Day-Ahead Market incentivizing generation assets to offer into the DayAhead Market. Figure V.3 presents the cleared demand bids as a percentage
of the Reported Load.
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Figure V.3 Cleared Demand Bids in Day-Ahead Market
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Even during periods that penalties were levied, there was more than sufficient
resources to cover the Real-time load. Therefore, the impact of the penalties on must
offer compliance is indeterminant.
PARAGRAPH 64. To provide more information to the Commission and
stakeholders, we direct SPP to include the number of registered aggregated demand
response resources in the Integrated Marketplace, in its informational report due 15
months after commencement of the Integrated Marketplace. SPP should also report
on its experience with any problems relating to the aggregated price node concept
specified in section 2.2(2) of Attachment AE (for both demand response and nonconforming load).”
SPP Response:
SPP has had six (6) Block Demand Response Resources registered in the
Integrated Marketplace by the same Market Participant. These Resources are
registered separately in the SPP market and aggregated by the Market
Participant. SPP has two Settlement Locations registered that contain
aggregated non-conforming load. There have been no issues modeling
aggregated demand response resources or non-conforming load.

Feb‐15
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PARAGRAPH 80. We find SPP’s proposal to allow dispatchable VERs to provide
regulation-down reserve, but not other operating reserve products (i.e., Up-Products)
to be just and reasonable. We note that this limitation reflects SPP’s concern that
VERs cannot ensure the production of more energy than their current output due to
the variability of their energy source.11 We agree with ECRNA, however, that SPP
may find that dispatchable VERs are capable of satisfying the requirements to supply
regulation-up and/or contingency reserves, as it gains more experience with
dispatchable VER participation in the Integrated Marketplace. Thus, we will require
SPP to include, as part of its informational filing due within 15 months of the launch
of the Integrated Marketplace, an analysis of whether dispatchable VERs may reliably
provide regulation-up and/or contingency reserves.
SPP Response:
In order to provide Regulation-Up or Contingency Reserves, a VER must be
able to follow SPP’s Dispatch Instructions. SPP’s analysis concluded that
VERs consistently showed a MW value that deviated from SPP’s Dispatch
Instructions. Based on this information, SPP’s experience analysis concludes
that VERs have not been shown to be able to operate within its regulation
limits necessary provide reliable Regulation-Up and/or Contingency Reserves
to the Integrated Marketplace.
PARAGRAPH 93. The Commission accepts SPP’s justification and support for its
proposed URD tolerance band of plus or minus five percent of maximum capacity,
subject to additional compliance. We disagree with BP Wind Energy’s argument that
SPP needs to provide additional justification for the 20 MW ceiling. Although SPP
does not directly address the 20 MW ceiling in its filing, the testimony SPP provided
explains that SPP adopted the URD tolerance band in order to provide the appropriate
incentive for VERs to follow set point instructions balanced against the procurement
cost of regulation-up and regulation-down services for market startup. This incentive
structure includes the need for a ceiling on the URD tolerance band, and we are not
convinced that additional justification is necessary. However, we require SPP to
include, in the informational filing due 15 months after market start-up, an analysis
addressing whether the URD tolerance band continues to be appropriate based on
actual operating experience.

11

See September 2013 Order at n. 80 (citing SPP’s February 2013 Compliance
Filing at 10 (citing Exh. No. SPP-10 at 7).
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SPP Response:
As discussed in the September 2013 Order,12 the SPP 5% tolerance band on
average showed a wider tolerance band than the Midcontinent Independent
System Operator, Inc.’s (“MISO”) 8% tolerance band. This is due to the
difference in methodologies on what the percentage is based on. The SPP
methodology gives a tolerance of 5% of the Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit, while the MISO methodology gives a tolerance of 8% of the
dispatch instruction. Resources that are regulating or being dispatched to
satisfy constraints are generally going to be dispatched below the Resource’s
Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit. The amount of deviations
outside the tolerance band is very minimal based on actual operating
experience. Over the first year of operational experience, there has been an
average of 0.02% of URD per day outside the exempted tolerance band. With
this miniscule amount, SPP does not see any reason to alter the current
methodology.
PARAGRAPH 170. We conditionally accept SPP’s explanation of how its proposal
satisfies each of the six criteria from Order No. 719. Specifically, we find that SPP
fully explains its shortage pricing provisions and how they will send price signals that
encourage existing and new resources to remain in and enter the market, respectively.
We agree that these price signals will encourage load to invest in demand response
and energy efficiency measures that will aid in avoiding such shortages and price
increases. We further note that SPP is continuing to work to comply with
Commission requirements for more stringent market power mitigation and
monitoring. SPP has also proposed Tariff provisions governing the participation of
demand response resources and price-sensitive bidding by demand resources that will
help to mitigate any exercise of market power. We note that this is only a proposal
for a new market, and that SPP has no experience on which to base its explanation or
data to support its assertions. Because of SPP’s understandable lack of market
experience and to ensure compliance, we require SPP to revisit this issue in its
informational report due 15 months after commencement of the Integrated
Marketplace. Specifically, we require SPP to report on and discuss any shortage
conditions and resulting prices that have occurred, overall demand response
participation, and to provide analysis of how its shortage pricing provisions have
impacted the entry and exit of demand response and other supply resources.

12

See id. at P 89.
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SPP Response:
In the first year of Marketplace operations, there have been no scarcity events
in the Day-Ahead Market. The Real-Time Balancing Market has seen some
instances of Operating Reserve Scarcity Pricing with no intervals of
Emergency Conditions. This Operating Reserve Scarcity Pricing has occurred
in only 1.8% of all Real-Time Balancing Market cases. There was only one
day where Operating Reserve shortage occurred where there was not enough
committed capacity to meet the system requirements. All other times of
Operating Reserve Scarcity Pricing were due to ramp limitations in the RealTime Balancing Market. The highest Locational Marginal Price (“LMP”)
observed during Operating Reserve Scarcity Pricing was roughly $2,350.00
for a 5-minute interval. The majority of these instances are price spikes that
only occur over a couple of subsequent intervals and not long periods of time.
The majority of the Operating Reserve Scarcity Pricing is due to RegulationUp shortage. This happens when the Reliability Unit Commitment model
solves and commits enough online capacity within the hour to meet the
Regulation-Up requirement, but the Real-Time Balancing Market gets into a
situation where it cannot ramp Resources appropriately in 5-minute intervals
to meet the Regulation-Up requirement. These ramp constrained intervals
tend to last only a few intervals.
There have been a total of six Block Demand Response Resources registered
in the market by the same Market Participant. These resources were never
cleared or dispatched in the Day-Ahead Market or Real-Time Balancing
Market. SPP has had no operational experience with Demand Response
Resources to show that Scarcity Pricing provisions impact the entry or exit of
these types of Resources.
PARAGRAPH 357. Accordingly, we accept SPP’s proposed Tariff changes to
implement the conduct and impact thresholds. In order to assess the effectiveness and
appropriateness of the conduct and impact thresholds, we require SPP to report on
them as a part of the informational report due 15 months following commencement of
the Integrated Marketplace. In particular, SPP must address whether the conduct and
impact thresholds for the various products and under the various circumstances (i.e.
non-Frequently Constrained Areas, Frequently Constrained Areas, and where there
are manual commitments as described in section 3.1(4)) appropriately identify
conduct that needs to be mitigated.
SPP Response:
The mitigated offers should represent the competitive baseline costs for the
generators and as such are held to the short-run marginal cost standard. The
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conduct thresholds are in place to account for uncertainty in the calculation of
the mitigated offers since the mitigated offers must be submitted at the close
of the Day-Ahead Market at 1100 hours, thirteen to thirty-seven hours before
these cost will be incurred. So Market Participants must estimate several
variables in the calculation of these offers. A large part of the uncertainty is
related to fuel cost volatility and in the original design of the mitigation plan,
the price volatility of natural gas was used as a guide to an appropriate
conduct threshold. Figure 1 below is a chart of monthly gas price volatilities
for several gas hubs that are used by the Market Monitoring Unit as proxies
for gas cost for SPP generators. The monthly volatilities are generally below
the 25% level but there are several months where volatility percentages
exceed 25% and a few months where the volatilities exceed 50%. The
conduct threshold should not be set with the goal of accommodating all
circumstances of gas price volatility but rather should be set with long-term
expectations in mind. The most effective way to deal with the extraordinary
circumstances, such as the spikes in February 2014 and February 2015, is for
the Market Participant to notify the Market Monitor of unexpected high gas
cost and the need to make changes to the mitigated offer levels.
We also looked to see how many generators are impacted by the current
threshold levels. We counted a generator as being impacted by the threshold
level if on average the generator’s offers exceed the conduct threshold or are
within one percent (1%) of the threshold level. The reasoning being that a
Market Participant that is truly negatively impacted by the threshold level
being too low may offer right up to the threshold to avoid the possibility of
being mitigated to their mitigated offer level. Thirty-nine Resources
(approximately 9%) consistently had Energy Offer Curves that were within
1% or above the 25% conduct threshold level; No-Load Offers for 19
Resources (approximately 4%) are impacted; and Start-Up Offers for 162
Resources (approximately 35%) are also impacted by the conduct thresholds.
Resources that were manually committed during the first year of the market
were subject to a ten percent conduct threshold. The threshold analysis shows
several Resources offering at the ten percent threshold: Start-Up Offers for ten
resources (approximately 2%), No-Load Offers for thirty-one Resources
(approximately 7%), and Energy Offers for forty-six Resources
(approximately 10%) are at the ten percent conduct threshold. The Tariff
language regarding this provision was updated effective February 17, 2015 to
restrict the application to Resources committed to address a Local Reliability
Issue.
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Figure 1: Historical Monthly Price Volatility
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With respect to Start-Up Offers and regulation Offers, a significant source of
uncertainty unrelated to fuel price volatility should be included in the
evaluation of conduct thresholds. To calculate a competitive Start-Up Offer
adhering to the short-run marginal cost standard, Market Participants must
estimate the Energy revenues that will be earned prior to the start of the
commitment period and subtract that amount from the other costs. Factors
other than fuel cost that are unknown at the time the Offer is made and must
be estimated include the LMP, fuel usage, and the generation profile from
synchronization to the economic minimum capability. While each of these
factors adds to the uncertainty of a Start-Up Offer, the LMP is likely a
significant source of uncertainty and should be accounted for in the Start-Up
Offer conduct threshold level.
Generators that operate with smaller dispatch ranges when cleared for
regulation are exposed to a loss of revenue or to higher operating costs. The
SPP market does not capture these costs. The Market Participant must
estimate the uncompensated costs of regulating, which are the difference
between the LMP and the cost of Energy in the uncaptured operating range.
Price uncertainty between the Day-Ahead Market and Real-Time Balancing
Market LMPs is at times substantial. This additional uncertainty in the cost of
providing regulation should be accounted for in the regulation offer conduct
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threshold level. In summary, SPP will continue to monitor the thresholds to
determine if the preliminary trends in the thresholds for reserves may result in
upward adjustment.
Finally, given the construct of the SPP conduct thresholds, the tighter conduct
thresholds in the Frequently Constrained Areas (FCA) may be considered for
relaxation. As noted above, the Energy Offer conduct threshold is tied to fuel
price volatility and set at a level that reasonably matches long-term
expectations. Market Participants with Resources in FCAs do not face a
lower level of uncertainty. Therefore, the Energy Offers for Resources that
are designated as being in a FCA may be adequately mitigated at the 25%
conduct threshold.
The impact test thresholds are currently set at $25/MWh for all products. As
described in Section 3.7 of Attachment AF of the SPP Tariff, the impact test
threshold was phased in over the first year of the market and was raised to
$25/MWh on March 1, 2015. Given the limited data available for analysis,
conclusions regarding the appropriateness of the $25/MWh would be
premature.
PARAGRAPH 359. We also find that SPP has provided for more stringent
mitigation in Frequently Constrained Areas and areas associated with voltage and
local reliability events, as required by the Commission. As discussed above, we
require SPP to address in the report due 15 months after the commencement of the
Integrated Marketplace whether the conduct and impact levels associated with these
areas appropriately identify conduct that should be mitigated.
SPP Response:
See response to Paragraph 357.
E.

January 2014 Order

SPP respectfully submits to the Commission the following responses to the 15 month
informational reporting requirements contained in the January 2014 Order:
PARAGRAPH 190. We will also require the Market Monitor to provide to the
Commission, in the informational report to be filed 15 months after the
commencement of the Integrated Marketplace, reflecting a full 12 months of data, a
description of the number and extent of mitigated offers that are subject to dispute
resolution, and whether the dispute was resolved in favor of the market participant or
the Market Monitor.
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SPP MMU Response:
See Exhibit No. SPP-1.
III.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

SPP has electronically served a copy of this filing on all individuals listed on the
service lists compiled by the Commission’s Secretary in Docket Nos. ER12-1179,
ER13-1173, and ER12-550. SPP has also electronically served a copy of this filing
on all its Members, Customers, and Market Participants. A complete copy of this
filing will be posted on the SPP web site, www.spp.org, and is also being served on
all affected state commissions.
IV.

CONCLUSION

SPP respectfully requests the Commission accept this informational filing as
responsive to its substantive requirements for the 15 month informational report; and
consistent with its clarification in the March 2013 Order on Rehearing as discussed
herein.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Matthew Harward
Matthew Harward
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Telephone: (501) 614-3560
mharward@spp.org
Attorney for
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
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October 2012 Order, Paragraph 53
Figure I.1 displays the Locational Marginal Price (LMP) for the Day‐Ahead Market and Real‐Time
Balance Market (RTBM). The columns represent a simple average of the LMP at the SPP North and
South hubs. There are noticeable differences between day‐ahead and real‐time LMP in April and
June where day‐ahead prices exceeded real‐time LMP by $6.11 and $4.46, respectively. LMP
differences in all other months are between ‐$0.50 and $2.50. Figure I.2 provides a breakdown
Figure I.1 Day‐Ahead and Real‐Time Price
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of the LMP differences between the SPP North and South hubs as well as a split out of on and off‐
peak periods. The bars in the chart represent the amount by which day‐ahead LMP exceeds real‐
time LMP, often called the day‐ahead premium.
The additional detail provided in Figure I.2 shows a more diverse pattern with different levels of
divergence in the SPP North and South hubs, and we see different patterns in off‐peak versus on‐
peak. The months of April and June still stand out as the April off‐peak day‐ahead LMP exceeds
real‐time by $10 at the SPP North hub and the on‐peak day‐ahead premium is $7.50 at the SPP
South hub. The June day‐ahead premiums exceed $5 at the SPP North hub and in November day‐
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ahead premiums exceed $4 at the SPP North hub. There is less divergence at the SPP South hub
and it is often substantially different from the divergence at the SPP North hub. Most notably,
there are several months where the day‐ahead premium is negative at the SPP South hub, meaning
that real‐time LMP exceeds the day‐ahead LMP.
Figure I.2 Day‐Ahead Market LMP Premiums
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Figure I.3 illustrates the participation statistics for the Day‐Ahead Market relative to energy
consumption. The series titled ‘Participating’ represents the average hourly MW capacity offered
into the Day‐Ahead Market in commitment status of ‘Market’, ‘Self’, or ‘Reliability’ for each day of
the year. There is very little hour‐to‐hour differences in offered capacity, making the hourly
average for the day a good indicator of participation. The ‘Reported Load’ series represents the
maximum hourly consumption for each day of the year. The ‘Outage’ series represents the average
hourly MW capacity in ‘Outage’ status and not available for commitment by the Day‐Ahead Market
engine. The final series represents capacity from resources in ‘Not Participating’ status. The chart
clearly shows that there was ample capacity in the Day‐Ahead Market to cover the real‐time load in
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every hour of the year. On average, offered capacity in the Day‐Ahead Market exceeded the actual
real‐time load by 93%; the low coverage occurred in hour 1700 on July 22 when offered capacity
exceeded real‐time load by 25%.
Figure I.3
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The cyclical patterns in all but the ‘Not Participating’ series follow a typical annual pattern driven by
the high consumption levels in the summer and the coldest months of the winter. Participation
levels rise with the consumption and the outages are negatively correlated with consumption. The
‘Not Participating’ series shows little volatility as compared with the other series, varying between
2,500 megawatts and 4,000 megawatts in Figure I.3.
Figure I.4 illustrates the percentage breakdown of commitment status for the Day‐Ahead Market.
The ‘Market’ and ‘Self’ statuses average 77% of the total capacity for the first twelve months of the
Integrated Marketplace. Resources with commitment status of ‘Reliability’ and ‘Not Participating’
averaged 2% and 5%, respectively, and ‘Outage’ status accounted for the final 16%. Eighty‐eight
percent (88%) of the ‘Not Participating’ capacity is registered to merchant generation owners that
do not have a must offer obligation and 9% is from Variable Energy Resources registered to asset
owners with load obligations.
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Participation in the Day‐Ahead Market is consistent and robust. In particular, participation by the
load asset owners has consistently exceeded the participation levels required by the limited day‐
ahead must offer obligation. Figures I.1 and I.2 indicate that there is some divergence between
day‐ahead and real‐time LMP but there is no evidence to suggest the divergence is related to
limited participation in the Day‐Ahead Market. Most instances of significant price divergence can
be traced to very low prices in the Real‐Time Balancing Market related to congestion. Other
contributors to price divergence are the instances where scarcity pricing has occurred. Scarcity
pricing has been limited to the RTBM; no instances of scarcity pricing have occurred in the Day‐
Ahead Market.
Figure I.4 Day‐Ahead Market Commitment Status Breakdown
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October 2012 Order, Paragraph 56
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October 2012 Order, Paragraph 413 (2 nd and 3 rd
requirements)
The MMU identified 15,128 RTBM solutions during which there were no binding constraints and
scarcity conditions did not prevail. The average mark‐up for these solutions is 6.4%, meaning the
marginal resource during these solutions cleared and set the LMP at a value 6.4% higher than the
corresponding short‐run marginal cost. The marginal resource’s mitigated energy offer curve was
used as a proxy for short‐run marginal cost. These results indicate that the competitive market
forces are working as expected and there is no need for mitigation during intervals when there is
no binding constraint.

The MMU has found no evidence of the exercise of market power that is not addressed by SPP’s
market mitigation or monitoring plan.
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March 21, 2013 Order, Paragraph 16
The Market Monitor has observed no real or potential price distortion during the first year of
market operations attributable to the limited nature of the SPP day‐ahead must‐offer requirement.
There have been cases where Mitigated Offers have been submitted in excess of short‐run
marginal cost which has to the potential to distort prices; each of these instances was reported to
the Office of Enforcement. Additionally, the MMU has concerns with pricing impacts of the
reliability unit commitment process and these concerns will be addressed in the Annual State of the
Market report later this year

January 2014 Order, Paragraph 190
There have been no mitigated offers subject to the dispute resolution language in Attachment AF,
Section 3.5 of the Tariff.
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1.228255
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Forecast Error / EmerMax
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5.158664
2.843954
0.92677
5.743768
2.461945
4.309241
6.17548
7.20877
2.615591
2.192672
2.250009
1.704959
0
0
0.147933
0.337869
0.370336
0.472257
0.497281
0.504493
0.463286
0.566146
0.800677
0.79323
0.815503
0.425724

Persistence Error / EmerMax
% Persistence Error
0.040398696
0.025610431
0.02411844
0.034635837
0.033406021
0.030714128
0.048207184
0.040137312
0.019638709
0.028491661
0.031788422
0.085562537
0.098051555
0.178767564
0.098156502
0.029797034
0.190706415
0.019300809
0.15990757
0.018353843
0.22941203
0.078997639
0.053323966
0.037607145
0.176203107
0.037499606
0.093121096
0
0
0.148411838
0.14840808
0.046418129
0.048681848
0.18697137
0.051498227
0.047268659
0.050964951
0.04213839
0.040573753
0.041978566
0.028378488
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RESOURCEASSETTYPE
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER

Avg(ObservedMW ‐ ForecastMW)
FORECAST ERROR
1.249503
1.318253
1.32862
1.385267
1.433019
1.436787
1.524058
1.587815
1.636456
1.825995
1.920924
2.117166
2.430914
2.468767
2.491188
2.705344
2.893989
2.937151
2.938794
3.012411
3.062854
3.183978
3.210165
3.379342
3.394098
3.396794
3.483849
3.550111
3.624611
3.732319
3.735215
3.743914
3.891264
3.943611
3.974676
4.025754
4.031385
4.155752
4.361086
4.546605
4.729147

Forecast Error / EmerMax
% FORECAST ERROR
0.358016563
0.067282684
0.359311974
0.071012786
0.057692021
0.060415992
0.020058778
0.066155845
0.06860239
0.062960933
0.047953723
0.052782598
0.048836329
0.54160148
0.07315542
0.046392341
0.079403911
0.058277082
0.051721328
0.079345601
0.041576056
0.063678145
0.616934414
0.236717013
0.262080831
0.042439469
0.047078722
0.265132626
0.045307423
0.105130248
0.155095411
0.046798539
0.185606515
0.049903239
0.195481821
0.047772971
0.043914483
0.234107346
0.041803264
0.045925309
0.092725508

Avg(ObservedMW ‐ InitialMW)
PERSISTENCE ERROR
0.725813
0.889708
0.966236
0.758014
0.722766
0.72186
1.09513
0.659424
0.64695
1.220469
1.42612
1.511965
1.459332
0.121188
1.453119
2.014402
1.248767
1.451292
2.058986
1.208022
2.281343
1.354091
0.278634
2.356255
2.181604
2.338574
2.525307
1.606294
2.393234
1.134782
2.690251
2.596257
2.719788
2.87345
2.81955
2.838188
2.897451
3.008349
3.17345
3.318658
1.603725

Persistence Error / EmerMax
% Persistence Error
0.178261238
0.045413751
0.20251928
0.038869368
0.029279556
0.031021286
0.01440995
0.027473717
0.027287796
0.042068846
0.035604608
0.037688314
0.029410946
0.07471751
0.045000359
0.034548889
0.029810265
0.028794409
0.036248167
0.026500329
0.030869195
0.027079105
0.116594136
0.148755195
0.157149938
0.029216588
0.034125524
0.131074756
0.029913035
0.031960627
0.102286848
0.032450705
0.121250114
0.036343029
0.127575894
0.033940035
0.03223898
0.1431698
0.030431871
0.033521611
0.031444341
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RESOURCEASSETTYPE
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER
NDVER

Avg(ObservedMW ‐ ForecastMW)
FORECAST ERROR
4.860787
5.095776
5.166721
5.331781
5.546676
5.822539
5.843897
5.863331
5.895706
6.129922
6.336514
6.478068
6.541339
6.616328
6.88101
7.509962
8.671239
8.716503
8.87536
8.95944
9.377753
9.583671

Forecast Error / EmerMax
% FORECAST ERROR
0.040671793
0.076778343
0.192866945
0.036025515
0.167813139
0.040373812
0.064851179
0.104579758
0.048605005
0.059370311
0.075467571
0.199470927
0.220128267
0.058037132
0.170973573
0.045809852
0.043365246
0.207281511
0.296750124
0.060379005
0.090168691
0.043492102

Avg(ObservedMW ‐ InitialMW)
PERSISTENCE ERROR
3.339962
2.975174
3.748431
3.605631
0.465513
4.279467
3.517543
0.687772
3.814966
4.463206
3.620218
4.518382
2.946738
4.057343
4.195052
4.654829
5.110225
3.373412
6.307323
5.414374
2.881932
6.133776

Persistence Error / EmerMax
% Persistence Error
0.027634265
0.050627788
0.120113718
0.024362929
0.01390031
0.029601572
0.041490391
0.013444701
0.031220833
0.044070838
0.04601329
0.129644829
0.109144476
0.035592537
0.113041667
0.030013273
0.025775378
0.088135091
0.19056959
0.036101444
0.027709075
0.027550353
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon each
person designated on the official service lists compiled by the Secretary in Docket
Nos. ER12-1179, ER13-1173, and ER12-550.
Dated at Little Rock, AR, this 1st day of June, 2015.
Michelle Harris
Michelle Harris

